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**Description**

A dataset associating the books and academic articles endeavouring to explain the US stagflation and their authors (Nodes_stagflation just takes the first author; here is the complete list of authors per document).

**Usage**

Authors_stagflation

**Format**

A data frame with 558 rows and 7 variables:

- **ItemID_Ref** Identifier of the document published by the author
- **Author** Author of the document
- **Order** Use this as a label for nodes

**Source**

Calculating the Coupling Angle Measure for Edges in a Co-citation Network

Description

This function is basically the same as the `biblio_coupling()` function but it is explicitly framed for bibliographic co-citation network (and not for bibliographic coupling networks). It takes a data frame with direct citations, and calculates the number of times two references are citing together, and calculate a measure similar to the coupling angle value (Sen and Gan 1983): it divides the number of times two references are cited together by the square root of the product of the total number of citations (in the whole corpus) of each reference. The more two references are cited in general, the more they have to be cited together for their link to be important.

Usage

```r
biblio_cocitation(
  dt,
  source,
  ref,
  normalized_weight_only = TRUE,
  weight_threshold = 1,
  output_in_character = TRUE
)
```

Arguments

- `dt` - The dataframe with citing and cited documents.
- `source` - The column name of the source identifiers, that is the documents that are citing.
- `ref` - The column name of the cited references identifiers. In co-citation network, these references are the nodes of the network.
- `normalized_weight_only` - If set to FALSE, the function returns the weights normalized by the cosine measure, but also simply the number of times two references are cited together.
- `weight_threshold` - Correspond to the value of the non-normalized weights of edges. The function just keeps the edges that have a non-normalized weight superior to the weight_threshold. In a large bibliographic co-citation network, you can consider for instance that being cited only once together is not sufficient/significant for two references to be linked together. This parameter could also be modified to avoid creating intractable networks with too many edges.
- `output_in_character` - If TRUE, the function ends by transforming the from and to columns in character, to make the creation of a tidygraph graph easier.
biblio_coupling

Details

This function uses data.table package and is thus very fast. It allows the user to compute the coupling angle on a very large data frame quickly.

Value

A data.table with the articles (or authors) identifier in from and to columns, with one or two additional columns (the coupling angle measure and the number of shared references). It also keeps a copy of from and to in the Source and Target columns. This is useful if you are using the tidygraph package then, where from and to values are modified when creating a graph.

References


Examples

```r
library(biblionetwork)
biblio_cocitation(Ref_stagflation, 
source = "Citing_ItemID_Ref", 
ref = "ItemID_Ref")
```

# It is basically the same as:
biblio_coupling(Ref_stagflation, 
source = "ItemID_Ref", 
ref = "Citing_ItemID_Ref")

---

**biblio_coupling**  
*Calculating the Coupling Angle Measure for Edges*

Description

This function calculates the number of references that different articles share together, as well as the coupling angle value of edges in a bibliographic coupling network (Sen and Gan 1983), from a direct citation data frame. This is a standard way to build bibliographic coupling network using Salton’s cosine measure: it divides the number of references that two articles share by the square root of the product of both articles bibliography lengths. It avoids giving too much importance to articles with a large bibliography.

Usage

```r
biblio_coupling(
  dt, 
  source, 
  ref,
)
biblio_coupling

normalized_weight_only = TRUE,
weight_threshold = 1,
output_in_character = TRUE
)

Arguments

dt
For bibliographic coupling (or co-citation), the dataframe with citing and cited
documents. It could also be used
1. for title co-occurence network, with source being the articles, and ref
   being the list of words in articles titles;
2. for co-authorship network, with source being the authors, and ref the list
   of articles.

source
The column name of the source identifiers, that is the documents that are citing.
In a coupling network, these documents are the nodes of the network.

ref
The column name of the cited references identifiers.

normalized_weight_only
If set to FALSE, the function returns the weights normalized by the cosine mea-
sure, but also the number of shared references.

weight_threshold
Corresponds to the value of the non-normalized weights of edges. The func-
tion just keeps the edges that have a non-normalized weight superior to the
weight_threshold. In other words, if you set the parameter to 2, the function
keeps only the edges between nodes that share at least two references in com-
mon in their bibliography. In a large bibliographic coupling network, you can
consider for instance that sharing only one reference is not sufficient/significant
for two articles to be linked together. This parameter could also be modified to
avoid creating intractable networks with too many edges.

output_in_character
If TRUE, the function ends by transforming the from and to columns in char-
acter, to make the creation of a tidygraph network easier.

Details

This function implements the following weight measure:

\[
\frac{R(A) \cdot R(B)}{\sqrt{L(A) \cdot L(B)}}
\]

with \( R(A) \) and \( R(B) \) the references of document A and document B, \( R(A) \cdot R(B) \) being the
number of shared references by A and B, and \( L(A) \) and \( L(B) \) the length of the bibliographies of
document A and document B.

This function uses data.table package and is thus very fast. It allows the user to compute the cou-
pling angle on a very large data frame quickly.

This function is a relatively general function that can also be used

1. for co-citation networks (just by inversing the source and ref columns). If you want to avoid
   confusion, rather use the biblio_cocitation() function.
2. for title co-occurrence networks (taking care of the length of the title thanks to the coupling angle measure);

3. for co-authorship networks (taking care of the number of co-authors an author has collaborated with on a period). For co-authorship, rather use the `coauth_network()` function.

**Value**

A data.table with the articles (or authors) identifiers in from and to columns, with one or two additional columns (the coupling angle measure and the number of shared references). It also keeps a copy of from and to in the Source and Target columns. This is useful if you are using the tidygraph package after, where from and to values are modified when creating a graph.

**References**


**Examples**

```r
library(biblionetwork)
biblio_coupling(Ref_stagflation,
source = "Citing_ItemID_Ref",
ref = "ItemID_Ref",
weight_threshold = 3)
```

---

**coauth_network**  
*Creating Co-Authorship Network with Different Measures for Weights*

**Description**

This function creates an edge list for co-authorship networks from a data frame with a list of entities and their publications. The weight of edges can be calculated following different methods. The nodes of the network could be indifferently authors, institutions or countries.

**Usage**

```r
coauth_network(
  dt,
  authors,
  articles,
  method = c("full_counting", "fractional_counting", "fractional_counting_refined"),
  cosine_normalized = FALSE
)
```
Arguments

dt The data frame with authors (or institutions or countries) and the list of documents they have published.

authors The column name of the source identifiers, that is the authors (or institutions or countries).

articles The column name of the documents identifiers.

method Method for calculating the edges weights, to be chosen among "full_counting", "fractional_counting" or "fractional_counting_refined".

cosine_normalized Possibility to take into account the total number of articles written by two linked authors and to normalize the weight of their link using Salton’s cosine.

Details

Weights can be calculated with:

1. the "full_counting" method: the links between authors correspond to their absolute number of collaborations.

   \[ \sum_{k=1}^{M} \frac{a_{ik} \cdot a_{jk}}{n_k - 1} \]

   with \( M \) the total number of articles, \( a_{ik} \cdot a_{jk} \) which takes 1 if author i and j have co-written the article k, and \( n_k \) the number of authors for article k.

2. the "fractional_counting" method which takes into account the number of authors in each article, following (Perianes-Rodriguez et al. 2016) equation:

   \[ \sum_{k=1}^{M} \frac{a_{ik} \cdot a_{jk} \cdot 2}{n_k \cdot (n_k - 1)} \]

   In addition, it is possible to take into account the total number of collaborations of two linked authors. If cosine_normalized is set to True, the weight calculated with one of the three methods above is divided by \( \sqrt{C_i \cdot C_j} \), with \( C_i \) being the number of articles co-written by author i.

Value

A data.table with the authors (or institutions or countries) identifier in from and to columns, with a weight column whose values depend on the method chosen. It also keeps a copy of from and to in the Source and Target columns. This is useful if you are using the tidygraph package then, where from and to values are modified when creating a graph.
References


Examples

```r
library(biblionetwork)
coauth_network(Authors_stagflation,
authors = "Author",
articles = "ItemID_Ref",
method = "fractional_counting")
```

---

**coupling_entity**  
**Creating Coupling Networks at Entity Level**

**Description**

This function creates the edges of a network of entities from a direct citations data frame (i.e. documents citing references). Entities could be authors, affiliations, journals, etc. Consequently, coupling links are calculated using the coupling angle measure (like `biblio_coupling()`) or the coupling strength measure (like `coupling_strength()`). But it also takes into account the fact that an entity can cite several times a reference, and considers that citing 10 times a ref is more significant that citing it only once (see details).

**Usage**

```r
coupling_entity(
  dt,
  source,
  ref,
  entity,
  weight_threshold = 1,
  output_in_character = FALSE,
  method = c("coupling_strength", "coupling_angle")
)
```

**Arguments**

- `dt`  
  The table with citing and cited documents.

- `source`  
  The column name of the source identifiers, that is the documents that are citing.
The column name of the cited references identifiers.

The column name of the entity (authors, journals, institutions) that are citing.

Corresponds to the value of the non-normalized weights of edges. The function just keeps the edges that have a non-normalized weight superior to the weight_threshold. In other words, if you set the parameter to 2, the function keeps only the edges between nodes that share at least two references in common in their bibliography. In a large bibliographic coupling network, you can consider for instance that sharing only one reference is not sufficient/significant for two entities (above all when large entities like journals and institutions) to be linked together. This parameter could also be modified to avoid creating intractable networks with too many edges.

If TRUE, the function ends by transforming the from and to columns in character, to make the creation of a tidygraph network easier.

Choose the method you want to use for calculating the edges weights: either "coupling_strength" like in the coupling_strength() function, or "coupling_angle" like in the biblio_coupling() function.

Coupling links are calculated depending of the number of references two authors (or any entity) share, taking into account the minimum number of times two authors are citing each references. For instance, if two entities share a reference in common, the first one citing it twice (in other words, citing it in two different articles), the second one three times, the function takes two as the minimum value. In addition to the features of the coupling strength measure (see coupling_strength()) or the coupling angle measure (see biblio_coupling()), it means that, if two entities share two reference in common, if the first reference is cited at least four times by the two entities, whereas the second reference is cited at least only once, the first reference contributes more to the edge weight than the second reference. This use of minimum shared reference for entities coupling comes from Zhao and Strotmann (2008). It looks like this for the coupling strength:

\[
\frac{1}{L(A)} \cdot \frac{1}{L(A)} \sum_j \text{Min}(C_{A_j}, C_{B_j}).(\log(N_{freq}(R_j)))
\]

with \(C_{A_j}\) and \(C_{B_j}\) the number of time documents A and B cite the reference \(j\).

A data.table with the entity identifiers in from and to columns, with the coupling strength or coupling angle measures in another column, as well as the method used. It also keeps a copy of from and to in the Source and Target columns. This is useful is you are using the tidygraph package then, where from and to values are modified when creating a graph.

Zhao D, Strotmann A (2008). “Author Bibliographic Coupling: Another Approach to Citation-Based Author Knowledge Network Analysis.” Proceedings of the American Society for Informa-
Coupling Similarity

Calculating the Coupling Similarity Measure for Edges

Description

This function calculates a refined similarity measure of coupling links, from a direct citation data frame. It is inspired by (Shen et al. 2019). To a certain extent, it mixes the coupling_strength() function with the cosine measure of the biblio_coupling() function.

Usage

coupling_similarity(
  dt,
  source,
  ref,
  weight_threshold = 1,
  output_in_character = TRUE
)

Arguments

dt The table with citing and cited documents.
source The column name of the source identifiers, that is the documents that are citing. In bibliographic coupling, these documents are the nodes of the network.
ref The column name of the references that are cited.
weight_threshold

Corresponds to the value of the non-normalized weights of edges. The function just keeps the edges that have a non-normalized weight superior to the weight_threshold. In other words, if you set the parameter to 2, the function keeps only the edges between nodes that share at least two references in common in their bibliography. In a large bibliographic coupling network, you can consider for instance that sharing only one reference is not sufficient/significant for two articles to be linked together. This parameter could also be modified to avoid creating intractable networks with too many edges.

output_in_character

If TRUE, the function ends by transforming the from and to columns in character, to make the creation of a tidygraph network easier.

Details

The function use the following formalisation:

$$\frac{R_S(A) \cdot R_S(B)}{\sqrt{R_S(A) \cdot R_S(B)}}$$

1. with

$$R_S(A) \cdot R_S(B) = \sum_j \sqrt{\log \left( \frac{N}{freq(R_j)} \right)}$$

that is a measure similar to the coupling strength measure;

2. and

$$R_S(A) \cdot R_S(B) = \sum_j \sqrt{\log \left( \frac{N}{freq(R_j(A))} \right)} \cdot \sum_j \sqrt{\log \left( \frac{N}{freq(R_j(B))} \right)}$$

which is the separated sum for each article of the normalized value of a citation. It is the cosine measure of documents A and B but adapted to the spirit of the coupling strength.

Value

A data.table with the articles identifiers in from and to columns, with the similarity measure in another column. It also keeps a copy of from and to in the Source and Target columns. This is useful is you are using the tidygraph package then, where from and to values are modified when creating a graph.

References

Examples

```r
library(biblionetwork)
coupling_similarity(Ref_stagflation,
source = "Citing_ItemID_Ref",
ref = "ItemID_Ref")
```

---

coupling_strength  Calculating the Coupling Strength Measure for Edges

Description

This function calculates the coupling strength measure (following Vladutz and Cook 1984 and Shen et al. 2019) from a direct citation data frame. It is a refinement of `biblio_coupling()`: it takes into account the frequency with which a reference shared by two articles has been cited in the whole corpus. In other words, the most cited references are less important in the links between two articles, than references that have been rarely cited. To a certain extent, it is similar to the tf-idf measure.

Usage

```r
coupling_strength(
  dt,
  source,
  ref,
  weight_threshold = 1,
  output_in_character = TRUE
)
```

Arguments

- **dt**: The data frame with citing and cited documents.
- **source**: the column name of the source identifiers, that is the documents that are citing.
- **ref**: the column name of the references that are cited.
- **weight_threshold**: Corresponds to the value of the non-normalized weights of edges. The function just keeps the edges that have a non-normalized weight superior to the `weight_threshold`. In other words, if you set the parameter to 2, the function keeps only the edges between nodes that share at least two references in common in their bibliography. In a large bibliographic coupling network, you can consider for instance that sharing only one reference is not sufficient/significant for two articles to be linked together. This parameter could also be modified to avoid creating intractable networks with too many edges.
- **output_in_character**: If TRUE, the function ends by transforming the from and to columns in character, to make the creation of a `tidygraph` graph easier.
Nodes_stagflation

Value
A data.table with the articles identifiers in from and to columns, with the coupling strength measure in another column. It also keeps a copy of from and to in the Source and Target columns. This is useful is you are using the tidygraph package then, where from and to values are modified when creating a graph.

References


Examples
```r
library(biblionetwork)
coupling_strength(Ref_stagflation,
source = "Citing_ItemID_Ref",
ref = "ItemID_Ref")
```

Nodes_stagflation

Articles and Books Explaining the 1970s US Stagflation.

Description
A dataset containing the books and academic articles endeavouring to explain what happened in the US economy in the 1970s, as well as all the articles and books cited at least twice by the first set of articles and books (on the stagflation).

Usage
Nodes_stagflation

Format
A data frame with 558 rows and 7 variables:

- **ItemID_Ref**  Identifier of the document
- **Author**  Author of the document
- **Author_date**  Use this as a label for nodes
- **Year**  Year of publication of the document
- **Title**  Title of the document
- **Journal**  Journal of publication of the document (if an article)
- **Type**  If "Stagflation", the document is listed as an explanation of the US stagflation. If "Non-Stagflation", the document is cited by a document explaining the stagflation
Source


---

Ref_stagflation

Articles and Books Explaining the 1970s US Stagflation.

Description

A dataset containing all the articles and books cited by the books and academic articles endeavouring to explain what happened in the US economy in the 1970s.

Usage

Ref_stagflation

Format

A data frame with 4416 rows and 6 variables:

- **Citing_ItemID_Ref**: Identifier of the citing document
- **ItemID_Ref**: Identifier of the cited document
- **Author**: Author of the cited document
- **Year**: Year of publication of the cited document
- **Title**: Title of the cited document
- **Journal**: Journal of publication of the cited document (if an article)

Source
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